
Communication is life





We create technology that enables people 
with disabilities to communicate and live more 

independent lives.

We are passionate about improving the lives of 
disabled people through technology and believe 

everyone has the right to a voice.

thinksmartbox.com

Introduction





Accessing your device
We offer a broad range of technology to help you use your communication aid, 

from eye gaze and switch to touch and pointing devices.

Touch
Interact with your device by touching the screen.

Eye gaze
Navigate and control your device with your eyes.

Switch
Control and make selections by tapping a switch. 

Pointer
Control cursor movement and make selections by moving a 
pointing device (e.g. joystick or head tracker).





Rugged and durable

Grid Pad 10s is built for everyday communication, 
with an impact resistant magnesium-alloy chassis, 
a toughened industrial grade screen and extra 
strong ports.

High spec computer

All Grid Pad communication aids are built with a 
powerful Intel processor and 8GB of RAM, so you 
can make full use of all the features in Grid.

Versatile positioning

Mount your device to your wheelchair, carry it with 
you using the shoulder strap, or position it at any 
angle on a desk with the adjustable flip out stand.
 





Extended battery life

Grid Pad 12 is designed to help you communicate 
all day long. The large battery provides up to 15 
hours continuous use, or 10 hours with eye gaze. 

Designed for all-access

Grid Pad 12 is designed for all access methods, 
including touch, switch and a range of pointing 
devices. For eye gaze users, there is a dedicated 
eye gaze module available with either a Lumin-i or 
Alea eye tracker as an optional extra.

High spec computer

All Grid Pad communication aids are built with a 
powerful Intel processor and 8GB of RAM, so you 
can make full use of all the features in Grid.





Second screen

Improve communication in noisy environments 
with the full colour second screen. The 4.6” 
rear-facing display shows what you say as you’re 
typing, with animated dots so others know not to 
interrupt. 

Designed for all-access

Grid Pad 15 is designed for all access methods, 
including touch, switch and a range of pointing 
devices. For eye gaze users, there is a dedicated 
eye gaze module available with either a Lumin-i or 
Alea eye tracker as an optional extra.

High spec computer

All Grid Pad communication systems are built with 
a powerful Intel processor and 8GB of RAM, so you 
can make full use of all the features in Grid.



A powerful and precise eye tracker designed for Grid Pad 12 
and Grid Pad 15. Effective and reliable indoors and outdoors.

Created by Smartbox | Incredibly responsive 60 Hz tracking | Powered by Smart Eye
Unique anti-reflection mode | Large track box | 45 – 85 cm operating distance







Keyguard compatible

Talk Pad is compatible with our latest keyguard. 
It uses non-slip suction technology to fix in place. 
Super easy to assemble, keep clean and no tools 
required!

Powered by Grid for iPad

Talk Pad is powered by Grid for iPad. A complete 
AAC app with resources for symbol and text 
communication. There’s content for different 
ages, conditions and levels of literacy.

Clear amplified sound

A high quality speaker is built into the tough case 
of Talk Pad, to help you get your message across 
loud and clear. 





Keyguard compatible

Touch Pad is compatible with our latest keyguard. 
It uses non-slip suction technology to fix in place. 
Super easy to assemble, keep clean and no tools 
required!

Mounting options

Touch Pad can be supplied with a combined 
Rehadapt & Daessy mounting plate. Attach to a 
floor, desk or wheelchair mount without needing to 
change plates.

Clear amplified sound

A high quality speaker is built into the tough case 
of Touch Pad, to help you get your message 
across loud and clear. 



With Grid 3 you can take control of your computer and connect to your social 
networks with ease; update your friends on Facebook, Tweet your followers 
or catch up on your favorite videos using YouTube. 

Powerful Environment Control can be used alongside our hardware to enable 
you to control all of your infrared or radio controlled devices.

Grid 3 is a complete communication package designed for anyone looking 
for an alternative way to make conversation and interact with the world.

It includes a whole library of AAC resources that you can control with any 
access method. From powerful communication tools for text users, to grid 
sets for communicating with symbols and developing literacy.

Alternative Communication Do more with Grid 3

Symbol AAC | Text AAC | Interactive Learning | Accessible apps | Environment Control | Computer Control

Windows software for
communication and independence

Try Grid
now with our 

free trial



Try Grid for iPad now with our 30-day free trial. You 
can then choose between a monthly or one-time 
payment. Schools can buy the app for half price 
through the App Store Volume Purchase Program 
when buying 20 or more copies. 

Grid for iPad is a complete AAC platform that 
includes content for both symbol and text 
communication. With so much content, it offers a 
solution for anyone without speech.

We offer a range of original grid sets that you can 
access right away with our free trial. These include 
evidence based vocabularies created by AAC 
specialists.

One simple app Free trial and flexible pricing A whole library of content

iPad software for 
symbol and text communication

Symbol AAC | Text AAC | Interactive Learning | Accessible apps | Environment Control | Computer Control Symbol AAC | Text AAC | Interactive Learning



A motivating and fun way to get started with eye gaze technology

Scenes and Sounds 
Expand your eye gaze experience with Look 
to Learn: Scenes and Sounds.  With 26 more 
activities designed for children and adults 
starting out with eye gaze, Scenes and Sounds 
is the perfect add-on for Look to Learn.

Five areas of learning
Sensory

Designed to teach cause 
and effect.

Explore

Encourages the user to 
interact with the screen.

Target

Helps improve accuracy of 
eye gaze access.

Choose

Develop choice making 
skills.

Control

Fine tunes eye gaze access.

Look to Learn
Packed with over 40 activities to help anyone 
get started with eye gaze. Every activity has 
been developed in consultation with teachers 
and therapists to improve access and choice 
making skills.



  

Accessible stories for everyone

Bringing stories to life
Stories are designed to delight children with fun 
animations and a range of magical characters. 
Each story has been carefully considered to 
gradually introduce sounds and build on the 
words you have already encountered.

Developing early literacy
Look to Read enables children with disabilities 
to experience and enjoy books - independently! 
It comes with 16 fully accessible stories to 
explore, each one written to help AAC users 
develop early literacy skills.

How it works
Choose a story

Choose from 16 stories about the magical 
adventures of a  boy called Pip and his family. 

Start reading

Look at or touch the words to 
hear them read aloud (or tap a switch).

Watch the story come to life!

When you have read the whole 
sentence, the story comes to life.

Pip   met   a   bat.



How we can help you

Visits

Book an in person or virtual 
visit to find the right device, 

access method and software.

Product demo

Book a product demo at your 
school or charity to try our 
devices with your clients.

Training

Book free or paid training to 
help you get started with our 

technology.

Support
Find support and resources to help you get the most out of 
Grid and Smartbox devices.

Our friendly service teams are here to help over online chat, 
phone or email. Available Mon - Fri 8:00 - 17:30 (GMT).



Notes



+44 (0) 1684 578868
info@thinksmartbox.com
thinksmartbox.com

Contact Smartbox


